ABSTRACT We propose a simple model for the distribution of position and orientation and the diffusion of a hydrophobic probe molecule embedded in a membrane. The molecule experiences both a Maier-Saupe orienting potential as well as an enclosing potential of repulsion from the membrane walls. A statistical thermodynamics treatment of the model provides predictions of the location and orientation of the molecule within the membrane. In particular, we evaluate the order parameter of the molecule in terms of the model constants. The diffusivity of the probe is studied by Brownian dynamics simulation. For rotational diffusion, we check an available analytical approximate treatment that allows for the prediction of the dynamics in terms of equilibrium quantities. We also pay attention to quantities related to the initial and mean reorientational rate of the probe. For translational diffusion, we use the simulation results to analyze some general aspects of lateral and transversal diffusion.
INTRODUCTION
The lipidic bilayer membrane is a paradigmatic system embodying both physical complexity and biological relevance. Physical aspects such as anisotropy, order, and fluidity determine the physiological role. Conceptually, these aspects are intricately interwoven, so that an overall treatment of the membrane system, enabling the description of physical properties as well as biological function, is not yet available. In recent years a powerful approach has emerged from the field of computer simulation. Molecular and Brownian dynamics simulation techniques, with nearly atomic resolution, which were successfully applied to liquid and macromolecular systems, have been applied to model bilayer membranes. Interesting examples, among others, are the works of Berendsen and co-workers (van der Ploeg and Berendsen, 1982; Egberts and Berendsen, 1994; Lopez Cascales et al., 1996a,b) , and Pastor and co-workers Venable, 1988, 1994; de Loof et al., 1990 ; Venable et al., 1993) . Molecular simulation at the atomic level has an important drawback: a detailed structural description implies (because of the limitation of computational resources) that the simulation is restricted to times shorter than those that characterize some physiologically relevant events.
Alternative approaches to this problem come from the physics of continuous media. Features of the bilayer membrane can be included in this description. Thus order can be represented by mean-field orienting potentials, as usually done for liquid crystals. Similarly, hydrodynamic aspects arising from the restrictions to rotational diffusion or from the finite thickness of the bilayer can be described by simple models (Kinosita et al., 1977; Szabo, 1984; Saffman and Delbruck, 1975) Experimentally, the bilayer membrane is often studied by means of dynamic spectroscopic techniques (Bayley and Dale, 1985) . Of these, an important class is that of fluorescence anisotropy decay and related techniques (Jovin et al., 1981) , which usually require the introduction of a luminescent probe molecule in the membrane (Loew, 1988) . Examples of such studies are the works of Ameloot et al. (1984) and Mateo et al. (199la,b, 1993) , to name a few. Molecular probes are also introduced to monitor membrane properties by following the lateral, translational diffusivity of the probe (Galla and Sackman, 1974; Eisinger and Scarlata, 1987) .
Theoretical or simulation results, on the other hand, are necessary to interpret the above-mentioned experiments. On the theoretical side, an important contribution to the analysis of rotational dynamics is the powerful approximation developed by Szabo (1984) and van der Meer et al. (1984) . These authors have presented a theoretical approximate result applicable to the fluorescence anisotropy decay. This result is model independent, because it only requires the knowledge of order parameters and the diffusion coefficient of the probe.
A few but noteworthy attempts have been made to simulate the motion of small molecules within the bilayer, using molecular dynamics with atomic resolution (see, for instance, Basolino-Klimas et al., 1993; and Lopez Cascales et al., 1996a,b On the other hand, we have the alternative approach of computer simulation of models of the probe-membrane system. The models can be still simple, lacking molecular detail, and their dynamics can be described by the laws of Brownian motion. This allows us to easily reach the time scale where the diffusive processes take place in biological membranes. Thus, the Brownian dynamics (BD) simulation technique can be used for predictive purposes when theory is not available, or to test theoretical approaches (L6pez Martinez and Garcia de la Torre, 1987; Szabo, 1992, 1994) . In this work we apply the BD simulation to a model of the probe-membrane system that, in spite of its naive aspect, includes the most important features of the problem. Theoretical analysis and simulation work with this model provide an insight into the effect of various aspects of this system that influence the dynamics, separating out their contributions. The conclusions will be applicable to the interpretation of results from more sophisticated molecular dynamics simulation and laboratory experiments.
MODEL, THEORY, AND METHODS Probe and membrane models
The probe-membrane system is depicted in Fig. 1 . The probe is, in principle, an axisymmetric molecule (not necessarily rodlike) embedded in the membrane, which acts as an orienting environment. This interaction is characterized by means of a Maier-Saupe potential, given by 
where 0 is the angle formed by the molecular axis and the laboratory z axis, which coincides with the normal to the membrane. kT is the thermal energy and K0 is the constant that determines the strength of the potential. Voient is the maximum for the perpendicular orientation, 0 = ff/2, and the minimum for 0 = 0 and 0 = w. The membrane is finite in the z direction, with height h. No part of the molecule can trespass the boundaries of the membrane, delimited between -z0 and z0, where z0 = h/2. Indeed, the probe molecule is assumed to be hydrophobic, and therefore it is repelled by the polar faces of the membrane. To represent in a continuous form these enclosure and hydrophobicity effects, we assume that both ends of the molecule (which is also regarded as a "dumbbell") interact with the boundaries through a potential Vencl = Vencl(ZI) + Vencl(Z2), where
zi being the z coordinate of bead i, with i = 1, 2. Kz is the constant for this potential. Vencl is rather flat in the interior of the membrane and grows rapidly to infinity when the molecule ends get close to the boundaries (see Fig. 1 ).
Equilibrium properties
The simplicity of the model allows a simple, statisticalmechanical treatment of the equilibrium properties. The instantaneous position of the molecule, the length of which is denoted as 1, is specified by three coordinates: the position of the center of mass, z, and the polar angles of the molecule, 0 and (A. These coordinates, along with the end-to-end distance, determine the position of the ends, from which the total potential energy can be calculated as
where V(0) and V(zi) are given by Eqs. 1 and 2, respectively.
The averages corresponding to observable quantities can be calculated through a statistical weight containing the Boltzmann factor e-V'kT and the geometric weight sin 0. An essential equilibrium property is the order parameter 5, defined as S (P2(cos 0)), (4) where P2(cos 0) (3cos2 0-1)/2 is the second Legendre polynomial. Thus S can be written in terms of the average (cos2 0). It may be interesting also to look at the distribution of the probe within the membrane, in regard to both orientation and position of the center of mass. This is given by the normalized probability density: We note that the geometrical weight, sin 0, is included in p(z,6), along with the statistical weight (Boltzmann factor),
The distribution of the center of mass can be obtained by integrating p(z,O) over the angles: f jrP dO sin Oe-V(zO)/kT f(z) = fzof°d zf OuP dO sin Oe-V(zo)&T (8) Furthermore, the orientational distribution function, which determines the probability that the 0 angle takes some given value, regardless of the value of z, is formulated as
The double integrals involved in Eqs. 6-9 can be evaluated numerically. We used a subroutine based on Gauss quadratic fit, in which up to 60 quadrature points are placed in the integration interval. If the integral does not converge, the interval is halved, and the procedure is repeated for each subinterval.
There is a particular case that will be useful for the discussion of results; it corresponds to a hypothetical situation in which Vofient(0) = 0 and Vencl(Zi) = 0 for both beads. In this situation there is neither orienting potential nor enclosing potential, and the only restriction is that the probe must stay in the interior of the membrane, with the above-mentioned condition for the limits of 0. Then the Boltzmann factor is equal to unity and the integrals in Eqs. 6-9 can be calculated analytically. After some lengthy but straightforward calculus, we arrive at a general expression and g (6) rsino ( 
Dynamic properties
In the present study we characterize the reorientational dynamics of the probe molecule in terms of the correlation function,
where u(0) is the unitary vector along the probe axis at some (initial) time, and u(t) is the same after a time t has elapsed. The average in Eq. 14 refers to a collective of probe molecules. It can also be calculated from simulation as the average over all of the possible choices of the initial time along the Brownian trajectory of a single molecule. Note that u(t) * u(0) = cos qi(0,t), where 4' is the angle subtended by the orientations of the probe at times 0 and t.
The (P2(t)) function is related to the decay of fluorescence anisotropy, r(t), in experiments with fluorescent probes. Actually, when either the absorption or the emission dipole is along the molecule axis, (P2(t)) is the normalized decay, i.e., (P2(t)) = r(t)/r(0). Otherwise, a minor modifi-cation is required. (P2(t)) also determines the nuclear magnetic resonance relaxation (Lipari and Szabo, 1980) . It is clear that (P2(0)) = 1, whereas when t->oo, (P2(0))(P2)2, where (P2)= S is the equilibrium order parameter (Eq. 4).
Thus (P2(t)) decays from 1 to S2. Szabo (1984) and van der Meer et al. (1984) proposed a theoretical approximate treatment in which the correlation function is expressed in a model-independent way, in terms of only three parameters that have a well-defined meaning, regardless of the physical model. These are:
The rotational diffusion coefficient of the probe in an isotropic medium of the same effective viscosity, in the absence of any orienting effect, Dr.
The equilibrium values (P2) (-S) and (P4) (Eqs. 4 and 5)
The theoretical expressions are (in our own notation) (P2() = aO + alexp (-blt) + a2exp(-b2t) (15) where
and
We are also interested in the translational diffusivity of the probe. This is characterized by the mean squared displacement of the coordinates of the center of mass in some time t. For the a coordinate (a = x,y,z), this is given by
, where the average is over the choice of the initial time. In free diffusion, for an unbound, randomly oriented particle, which does not experience any kind of potential, ([a(t) -a(0)]2) = 2Dtt, where Dt is the (isotropic) translational diffusion coefficient.
In the present problem, we expect that lateral diffusion in the x and y direction is free, so that a similar relationship will hold:
where Diat is a lateral diffusion coefficient. The same will be valid for the y direction. However, motion in the transversal, z direction is bounded and restricted by the enclosing Venci potential, so that ([z(t) _ Z(0)]2) will be a more complex function of time.
Still, the relationship between the free-diffusion translational friction coefficients and the observable, lateral or transversal diffusion coefficients has to be determined. This, along with the description of the shape of the ([z(t) _ Z(0)]2) function, is one of the contributions of the present work and will be presented in the discussion of the results.
Brownian dynamics simulation
For simplicity, the probe is regarded dynamically as a dumbbell formed by two beads that are the frictional elements, joined by a frictionless connector of length 1. For convenience in our simulation procedure, the connector is not absolutely rigid; instead, it behaves as a stiff spring with a Hookean potential, V(b)/kT = H(b -1)2, where b is the instantaneous length, so that l is actually the equilibrium length. A high value, H = 1OOkT/l, is assigned to the stretching constant, for which the rms length, (b2)1/2 = 1.0251, is only 2.5% larger than 1.
The beads, the radius of which is a-, have a Stokes' law friction coefficient ; = sirqro, where s = 6 or 4, respectively, for stick or slip boundary conditions. (Actually, our computer program was adapted from other codes designed for macromolecules, so that we took ; = 6-wqo', where cr' = or or at = 4a/6, depending on the boundary condition. In any case, the way in which we shall present the results makes the conclusions independent of the choice of the boundary condition.) The effective viscosity, 7, is assumed to be uniform within the membrane. Hydrodynamic interaction between the two beads was included in the simulation using a modified Oseen tensor (Rotne and Prager, 1969; Yamakawa, 1970) . The simulation algorithm is that proposed by Ermak and McCammon (1978) , with a predictor-corrector modification described by Iniesta and Garcia de la Torre (1990) . The computer program works with reduced, dimensionless quantities, that are also useful for the presentation of results. In particular, lengths are reduced with the probe length 1. The unit of translational diffusion is kT/;. Thus, real time, t, is transformed into reduced time by (24) Trajectories typically of 5-10 X 106 steps, with time step At* = 10-4, were simulated employing this procedure. The simulated trajectories are statistically analyzed to extract equilibrium properties, such as the averages in Eqs. 5 and 6 as well as the probability densities p(6) and 1(z). From the trajectories we also extract the correlation functions, which are evaluated at selected times. The trajectory actually consists of Nr + 1 records (each containing the six bead coordinates), indexed as j = 0, 1,... Nr, and the time interval between records is At'. Time is discretized as t = jAt', and the average in Eq. 14 is evaluated in the discrete form:
1 Nr-j (P20Ut')) = Nr-j + 1 E (P2(Ui+j*Ui). (25) i-0 t* --kn .12)t.
The numerical values of the (P2(t)) function are submitted to a multiexponential fit based on the DISCRETE procedure developed by Provencher (1976a,b Free-particle diffusion coefficients
The instantaneous diffusivity of any particle is given by the translational and rotational diffusion tensors, Dt and Dr the components of which obviously depend on the system of reference axes. For an axisymmetric particle, in a particlefixed system of coordinates, we have D, = diag(D,,D',D11),
and Dr = diag(D,,Dl,D11), where diag( ...) means a diagonal 3 X 3 matrix with the mentioned components. For isotropic translation of a free particle, the overall diffusion coefficient is Dt = (2Db + D1)/3, whereas the end-over-end rotation of an axially symmetric particle is determined by Dr'.
From elementary hydrodynamics (Happel and Brenner, 1973;  Garcia de la Torre and Bloomfield, 1980) the translational and rotational diffusion coefficients can be calculated. As the hydrodynamic interaction effect is taken into account, both coefficients depend on the ratio C/6-wql and have to be calculated numerically. For our dumbbell, the case with strongest hydrodynamic interaction that we consider corresponds to o-I = q2= 1/2, i.e., when the beads are most probable values of 0 and its supplementary, and to the middle of the membrane. We note that for 0 = IT/2, when all the z positions are possible, the distribution is rather flat; the probability falls to zero just near the borders of the membrane. This situation is only slightly sensitive to the value of Kz when this constant takes moderate values Kz = 0-2. Examples of the orientational distributions, g(0), are presented in Fig. 4 . We note that the effect of increasing the enclosing constant, Kz, is to increase the probability that 0 --r/2. In this situation the probe molecule is preferentially horizontal, i.e., parallel to the faces of the membrane, as a result of the hydrophobic repulsion by the walls. On the other hand, for null or moderate values of Kz, the effect of increasing K0 is the appearance of maxima of probability for o 0 and 0 ir, for which the probe is nearly vertical.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Equilibrium properties
As an example of the analytical results that we found for the confined probe, without other potentials, we present in Fig.   2 the variation of the order parameter with the membraneto-probe length ratio, h/l. We first note that S is always negative. In practice, the effect from enclosure will not act alone, but combines instead with the orienting effect due to the phospholipid tails. Then the contribution from confinement will be to lower S, to a larger extent for longer probe molecules. However, in a number of cases of interest, h/l may be typically 2-4, for which the contribution to S due to confinement will be only about -0.1, as seen in Fig. 2 . An example of the probability density, p(z,0), is displayed in Fig. 3 . There are twin peaks corresponding to the We may also consider the variation of the experimentally observable order parameter, S, with the three parameters, h/l, K, and K09. Some examples are presented in Fig. 5 . We see that for a probe that is not too long, the variation with KZ is insignificant. Thus it may be reasonable to wait for others to fix this constant to a moderate value, say KZ = 1 -2, and focus our attention on the variation with probe length and orienting constant. In Table 1 we list values of the order parameter calculated for various values of the model constants. We see, as expected, that the effect of increasing 1 (decreasing hil) is a decrease in S, whereas an increase in KH obviously increases S. This leads to an important conclusion: the combination of the usual Maier-Saupe potential with an enclosing potential may produce a cancellation of effects, so that the order parameter (P2(cos 0)) can equal zero for certain values of the model parameters. This has important implications for the interpretation of experimental results: a probe might look "disordered," as if it had a flat, uniform orientational distribution, when actually it interacts strongly with its environment, having perhaps a bimodal angular distribution. The distinction between these two cases requires the measurement of (P4(cos 0)), which would be nonzero in the latter case.
The above examples suffice to illustrate the effects of enclosure, hydrophobicity, and orienting environment on the spatial position of the probe within the membrane. Any other cases can be straightforwardly computed using our analytical results or by numerical integration. Dynamic properties: trajectories and averages It is instructive to look at time evolution, along the simulated BD trajectory, of the position of the center of the probe, z, and its orientation given by cos 0. These time series give a pictorial description of the Brownian motion of the probe within the membrane. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate some examples. Fig. 6 shows the trace of cos 0 for various simulations with different angular constants, K.. As this constant is increased, the potential barrier at cos 0 = w/2 is higher, and the system tends to reside near either 0 0 or 0 -r. The number of transitions between these two states, observed in a given time (30 reduced units in Fig. 6 ), is smaller for larger K0. The evolution of the center of mass is similarly displayed in Fig. 7 . In the absence of potentials, z fluctuates widely and frequently between the two extremes (walls). However, when K, or the i/h ratio is increased, the center of the probe is preferentially near the center of the membrane and fluctuates more slowly.
From the statistical analysis of the trajectories we obtain averages that can be compared with those obtained by direct integration. The later procedure is obviously more immediate and much less time consuming. The only purpose of this is to check the BD simulation procedure and working conditions. Table 1 presents such a comparison in a few cases. The BD averages were obtained from a trajectory of 1,500,000 steps divided into five subtrajectories. We note 
Dynamic properties: rotational diffusion
The (P2(t)) function, defmed by Eq. 14, was computed from the Brownian trajectories according to Eq. 25. Typically we carried out trajectories of 1 -5 * 106 steps, with a total duration of 100-500 units of reduced time. Examples of the results are presented in Fig. 8 . The curves show the expected asymptotic behavior at long times, with (P2(o)) = S2, and the S values obtained from the asymptote are in good agreement with those from other procedures ( Table 1 ).
The simulated (P2(t)) results were compared with the theoretical equations from the model-free approach (Lipari and Szabo, 1980; Szabo, 1984; . The agreement is rather good, except for a minor deviation noticed at intermediate times in some cases (like B in Fig.  8 ). We have included in Fig. 8 a rather interesting example of the situation described above, in which the orienting effects of Ko and K, are moderately strong but, because of their opposite direction, they cancel each other in such a way that (S) -0, as for a free molecule. Then we see in this case (curve D in Fig. 8 ) that the whole decay is nearly the same as for a free molecule, although the angle distribution, g(O), is quite different. 
and the other one is the mean relaxation time, Tmean given by Equation 28
which indicates an average rate of a normalized decay (from 1 to 0) through the full curve. Note that Tmea equals the inverse of the area between the curve and the asymptote. On the theoretical side, the application of the definition of Tini to the three-exponential approximation, Eq. 15, leads to Equation 29 = (alb, + a2b2 + a3b3) 1 = (6Dl)' (29) Tmean = (al/b, + a2/b2 + a3/b3)/(1-ao).
(30)
The result that Tini = (6D)-1 is obtained from Eqs. 16-22 after some algebraic manipulations. In reduced units (see Eq. 24), we have Tini* = 1/12 = 0.0833 for the no-HI case, and Tini* = 0.148 in the HI case specified above. The simulated (P2(t)) curve at short times was fitted to a quadratic or cubic equation in t, and Tini was calculated from the linear coefficient. In a number of cases that we examined, the simulated Tini was in very good agreement with the theoretical results, with deviations typically smaller than 5%. We also notice from Fig. 8 that the initial slope is the same in all cases.
From the multiexponential fit of the simulated (P2(t)) decays, we have obtained the mean relaxation times, given now by Tmean = (aa/ba + ajbb + .. .)/(1 -ao). In Fig. 9 we present a comparison of theory and simulation in some cases. The agreement is quite good, and we notice that the theory describes well the deviation of Tmean from the freemolecule value. The model-free approach for rotational diffusion had been found to work rather well for problems in which the orientation was represented by simple potentials, V(O), depending on the orientation of the probe (see, for instance, Lopez Martinez and Garcia de la Torre, 1987) . In the present work we find that the good performance remains for a more complex orienting situation in which the potential, V(z,O), depends not only on orientation but also on position.
Dynamic properties: translational diffusion The instantaneous diffusivity of any particle is given by the translational and rotational diffusion tensors, Dt and Dr, the components of which obviously depend on the system of reference axes. For an axisymmetric particle, in a particlefixed system of coordinates, we have D1 = diag(Dt,Dt,D1), and Dr = diag(Dl,D,D11), where diag( ...) means a diagonal 3 X 3 matrix with the mentioned components.
For isotropic translation, the overall diffusion coefficient is D1 = (2Db + D11)/3. However, this coefficient will not hold for diffusion in the membrane interior, but instead a lateral diffusion coefficient DIat should be used, as described above. In an instantaneous orientation of the particle, the lateral diffusivity in the x or y directions is given by the Dtxx or Dyy components, respectively, of Dt in the lab-fixed system of coordinates. Similarly, the instantaneous diffusivity in the direction perpendicular to the membrane plane will be D". The D1 tensor can be transformed from the particle-fixed system to the lab-fixed system, which yields 
Dtranv -(Dzz) = D'(1 -(cOs2 0)) + D11(cos2 0). (32) From the Brownian trajectory of the probe molecule, correlation functions can be calculated for the square displacement of the center of mass. The x and y coordinates are unbound, and therefore we predict an Einsteinian behavior, with a diffusion coefficient Dlat:
valid for any time. The same relationship holds for the y coordinate. However, the motion is limited in the z direc- tion. For short times, the trajectory of the molecule will not be (on the average) long enough to reach the walls of the membrane, and therefore a similar expression is expected for z, now with the transversal coefficient, Dtransv
On the other hand, if t is very long, the final position is not correlated with the initial one; z(t) -z(0) is the z distance from two arbitrary points within the membrane, 6, (each obeying the probability density Az)); and the correlation function tends to a constant, ([z(t) -Z(0)]2) = (82) (t > oo). (35) (82) is an equilibrium average that could be calculated if the distributions Az) were known.
From our simulations, the validity of our predictions for translational diffusion, Eqs. 33 and 35, can be ascertained. Fig. 10 shows an example of the time dependence of the correlation functions, which is found to be as predicted, i.e., a straight line for x and a plateau-reaching curve for z. From a least-squares analysis of the very first data points, we can obtain the initial slopes, 2DIat and 2Dran, Fig. 11 Fig. 9 , for very short times, showing the initial slopes.
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-2: h/1=1.1; Kz=1.
-3: h/1=2; Kz=3. * hA=2; Kz=1. A M=1.1; Kz=1. * hA=2; Kz=3. 3 description of the geometry and the energetics of the system, a statistical-mechanical treatment can be easily constructed that gives an intuitive description of the equilibrium behavior and allows an easy calculation of properties like the distribution functions p(z,0), g(O), and flz), as well as the order parameter. An important finding is that, because of cancellation of the opposite effects of the two contributions to the potential, zero-order parameters may result, even for strongly ordered systems.
The simulation of the Brownian dynamics of the model is also quite feasible and provides us with results for the correlation functions for rotation, (P2(t)), and translation, ([x(t) -x(O) ]2) and ([z(t) -Z(O)]2). A model-free theoretical approach available in the literature for rotational diffusion has been found to be in good agreement with simulations. For translational diffusion, we define diffusion coefficients Dlat and Dtransv and express their values in terms of the free-particle translational diffusion tensor and the orientational statistics of the probe. These values determine the initial slope of the translational correlation functions, as found by comparison of calculated and simulated values. In summary, for translation as well as for rotation, it is possible to predict the dynamic behavior of the probe in the membrane from the free-particle diffusion coefficients and equilibrium averages like (cos20) and (cos40), which can be obtained from separate, nondynamic calculations or experiments.
